GOLDSMITH BORGAL & COMPANY LTD. ARCHITECTS (GBCA)

Seeking Architect, Intern Architect or Intermediate Architectural Technologist
Location: Toronto, Ontario

Job Description
GBCA is seeking an Intern Architect or an Intermediate Architectural Technologist with experience in the conservation of historic buildings and sites. Focused on teamwork, our ideal candidate will be hands-on in the development of a full range of heritage deliverables including conservation drawings, specifications, on site analysis and compiling reports.

Qualifications include:
• Graduate of an accredited school of Architecture and/or registered as an intern with the Ontario Association of Architects, or an Architectural Technologist graduated from a recognized Architectural technologist program.
• Eligible for licensing as an OAA Architect or OAA Architectural Technologist
• 5 years minimum of relevant experience in the heritage field
• Graduate of a Heritage Architecture Program is an asset
• Excellent knowledge of Auto CAD and Microsoft Office
• Good knowledge of Revit is an asset
• Strong working knowledge of Adobe Creative Suite – Indesign, Photoshop Illustrator
• CAHP member (Intern or full professional) is an asset
• Demonstrated knowledge of heritage buildings and conservation best practices
• Experience from Design to Contract Administration
• Excellent oral and written communication skills
• Demonstrated ability of working independently and as part of a project team

Duties include:
• Lead and/or assist team members in design, contract documents and contract administration roles
• Produce technical drawing and detailing for contract documents related to restoration and rehabilitation projects
• Coordination of sub consultants
• Coordination and assembly of reports (Heritage Impact Assessments and Conservation Plans)
• Field Review and Project Management
• Other duties as assigned

This is a full time (37.5 hours per week), beginning with a one-year contract with the opportunity of extension. Salary and initial probationary period will be negotiated and is dependent on qualifications and experience

Please send your resume, cover letter and portfolio including salary expectations to opportunities@gbca.ca. We thank all applicants for their interest; however only those selected for an interview will be contacted.